
Dear all, I am writing to let you know our Pedalthon event has been completed and that 
the “Breakfast Point Shed Men” raised $4509.37 for the ANZUP Below the Belt Cancer 
Research appeal. The grand total raised by the end of the event was just over $200,000, 
and I have to say that our Shed team was the third highest fund raiser, so we were very 
pleased given many of the teams came from high flying corporate organisations. 

  
Performance wise we didn’t do too badly given five of us were over 65. Our results 
were: 

• Mark Higgins: No of laps 21 (the one not over 65)  
• Ugo Tellini: No of laps 17  
• Peter Lean: No of laps 17  
• Vince Silvestro: No of laps 14  
• John Bush: No of laps 13 (last lap unofficial – but I did it)  
• Peter Michell: No of laps 12 

To put this in context the best performance of the day was 29 laps, and that bloke 
looked like he was a Tour de France ring-in! There was even a peloton whizzing around. 
Each lap was just under 4 kilometres. 
  
During the event goodly use was made of e-bikes by our team  – well except for Mark 
and me! The e-bikes were provided by our technical support team from Ashfield Cycles, 
and mentioned at the formal lunch as quite a novelty given they had never been used at 
Pedalthon events before – even some of the organisers had a go. 
  
I have attached two photos – one of the team and one of me (at speed), if only to prove 
we were there! 
  
Anyway the purpose of this email is to thank all of you who donated either to me 
directly or to the team (through Mr Shed). The donations were numerous and very 
generous, so thank you all. 
Kind regards 
John Bush 
Breakfast Point Men’s Shed Inc. 


